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a b s t r a c t

Identifying influential nodes in complex networks is still an open issue. Although various
centralitymeasures have been proposed to address this problem, such as degree, between-
ness, and closeness centralities, they all have some limitations. Recently, technique for or-
der performance by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), as a tradeoff between the existing
metrics, has beenproposed to ranknodes effectively and efficiently. It regards the centrality
measures as the multi-attribute of the complex network and connects the multi-attribute
to synthesize the evaluation of node importance of each node. However, each attribute
plays an equally important part in this method, which is not reasonable. In this paper,
we improve the method to ranking the node’s spreading ability. A new method, named
as weighted technique for order performance by similarity to ideal solution (weighted
TOPSIS) is proposed. In our method, we not only consider different centrality measures
as the multi-attribute to the network, but also propose a new algorithm to calculate the
weight of each attribute. To evaluate the performance of our method, we use the Suscep-
tible–Infected–Recovered (SIR) model to do the simulation on four real networks. The ex-
periments on four real networks show that the proposed method can rank the spreading
ability of nodes more accurately than the original method.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction 1

How does the diversity of diseases such as AIDS, Ebola and H1N1 spread among human and animals? What is the cause 2

of the traffic jam in the city? Why the impact of united states financial crisis could send shockwaves around the world? 3
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Although these problems seem to be different, each problem has a common factor, which is the complex network. Based on1

the researches of complex networks, we can get some quantitative descriptions and solutions to these problems. The study2

of influential nodes can help us to get a better understanding of the characteristics of complex networks. Thus, the problem3

of identifying influential spreaders in complex networks has gained increasing attention in recent years [1–6].4

Over the recent years, various centrality indices have been proposed to address this issue [7–11]. Freeman [12] proposed5

the degree centrality measure to identify influential nodes in complex networks, which used the number of links to the6

focal node. It is a straightforward and efficient measure but it has failed to consider the global structure of the network. In7

order to compensate for this deficiency, closeness centrality [13] was proposed. It was defined as the inverse sum of the8

shortest distance to all other nodes. Kitsak et al. [4] proposed a coarse-grained method by using k-core decomposition, but9

this method does not work in some cases. For example, in a tree, all nodes are in 1-core and thus expected to have the10

same influence according to their method [10]. Lü et al. [14] proposed Leader Rank to identify leaders in social networks.11

It performs well in directed networks, but it cannot be applied in undirected networks. In a word, the development of12

a reasonable ranking method to identify influential nodes in complex networks is still an open issue [15,16,14]. Ranking13

influential nodes can be seen as a multi-attribute decision making (MADM) problem to some degree. As a result, to14

comprehensively combine different attribute data of each node is paid great attention. Due to the efficient modeling15

and fusion of uncertain information [17–24], evidence theory is widely used in identify influential nodes in complex16

networks [25]. Recently,with its ability to handle linguistic variables [26–32], fuzzy set theory also is applied to this field [33].17

In short, using MADM technology to rank node influence is a promising way.18

In this paper, on the basis of technique for order performance by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), a newmethod is pro-19

posed to identify the influential node in complex networks, namely, weighted technique for order performance by similarity20

to ideal solution (weighted TOPSIS). In ourmethod, we take into account different centralitymeasures as themulti-attribute21

to the network. Each centrality measure has more or less limitations, and the existing researches in this field all focused on22

only one centrality indices. So, we believe that this fusionmethodwill lead to a better results. Meanwhile we propose a new23

algorithm to calculate the weight of each attribute in this fusionmethod. Because different attributes are obtained by differ-24

ence centralitymeasures, their effects are different in the network absolutely. The proposedmethod partially overcomes the25

deficiency of the original method (TOPSIS) which only used a sameweight for each attribute. To evaluate the performance of26

ourmethod, Susceptible–Infected–Recovered (SIR) model [34] is used to examine the spreading influence of the nodes ranked27

by our method (weighted TOPSIS) and the original method (TOPSIS). The experimental results on four real networks show28

that our method can well identify the influential nodes. Furthermore, comparing our method (weighted TOPSIS) with the29

original method (TOPSIS), the experimental results indicate that our method performs better than the original TOPSIS.30

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the basic theory of TOPSIS and the definitions31

of centrality measures. In Section 3, we introduce our proposed method with a simple example in detail. The effectiveness32

of our method and the original method are discussed in Section 4. Finally, we draw our conclusion in Section 5.33

2. The basic theory of TOPSIS and centrality measures for node influence34

2.1. The basic theory of TOPSIS35

Optimization exists every where in our real life [35]. Among so many optimization methods, Technique for order36

performance by similarity (TOPSIS) was proposed by Hwang et al. [36], which is a simple but effective ranking method.37

There are two important ideal solution types in this method. One is the positive ideal solution, which minimizes the cost38

criteria and maximizes the benefit criteria simultaneously. The other is the negative ideal solution. On the contrary, the39

negative ideal solution maximizes the cost criteria and minimizes the benefit criteria simultaneously. The standard TOPSIS40

aims to select alternatives who have both the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution and the farthest distance41

from the negative ideal solution. In our method, we apply Euclidean distance to calculate the separationmeasures in TOPSIS42

applications. In mathematics, the Euclidean distance or Euclidean metric is the ordinary distance between two points that43

one would measure with a ruler, and is given by the Pythagorean formula. It is a very simple and effective measure for44

distance and it has widely used in many fields.45

Du et al. [37] used degree centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality as the multi-attribute in TOPSIS to46

generate the ranking lists to evaluate the node’s spreading ability in complex networks. This is the first time for TOPSIS to47

be applied to identify influential nodes in complex networks. The followings is a detailed elaboration on TOPSIS algorithms.48

Firstly, considering a decision matrix D = (xmn) and normalizing the matrix D = (xmn) [36]:49

aij =
xij
m
i
x2 ij

, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n. (1)50

Secondly, multiply the columns of the normalized matrix by the associated weights to obtain a new decision matrix51

B = (bmn) [36]:52

bij = wj × aij, i = 1 . . . , m; j = 1 . . . , n (2)53

where wj is equal to 1
n . The weight for j criterion is the same.54
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Thirdly, confirm the positive ideal and the negative ideal solutions. The positive ideal solution is denoted by A+, and the 1

negative ideal solution is denoted by A−. They are defined as follows [36]: 2

A+
=


b1+, b2+, . . . , bn+


=


maxi bij|j ∈ Kb

 
mini bij|j ∈ Kc


(3) 3

A−
=


b1−, b2−, . . . , bn−


=


mini bij|j ∈ Kb

 
maxi bij|j ∈ Kc


(4) 4

where Kb is the set of benefit criteria and Kc is the set of cost criteria. 5

Fourthly, obtain the separation measures of the existing alternatives from the positive ideal and the negative ideal 6

solutions. The separation measures based on Euclidean distance, S+

i and S−

i , are respectively derived from the follows [36]: 7

S+

i =

 n
j=1


b+

j − bij
2

, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n (5) 8

S−

i =

 n
j=1


b−

j − bij
2

, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n. (6) 9

Finally, calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution [36]: 10

Ci =
S−

i

S−

i + S+

i
, i = 1, . . . ,m. (7) 11

Rank the alternatives according the relative closeness to the ideal: the alternatives with higher Ci are supposed to be 12

more important and should be given higher priority. 13

2.2. Centrality measures 14

Considering a simple network G = (V , E) with n = |V | nodes and m = |E| links. We use an adjacent matrix A = 15

{auv} ∈ Rn,n to describe G, where auv = 1 if node u is connected with node v and auv = 0 if node u is not connected with 16

node v. We use Γh(v) to represent the set of neighbors within h-hops from node v. 17

Definition 2.1. The degree centrality (DC) [2], CD(v), of node v can be calculated as 18

CD(v) =

n
u=1

auv = |Γ1(v)| . (8) 19

Definition 2.2. The shortest path, we define it as the shortest distance [38]: 20

d(u, v) = min(xuh + · · · + xhv) (9) 21

where h is the intermediate node on path between u and v. 22

Definition 2.3. The betweenness centrality (BC) [12], CB(v), of node v is define as the fraction of shortest paths between all 23

node pairs that pass through node v which is given by 24

CB(v) =


s≠v≠t∈V

σst(v)

σst
(10) 25

where σst represents the number of all possible shortest paths between s and t , and σst(v) represents the number of shortest 26

paths between s and t which pass through v. 27

Definition 2.4. The closeness centrality (CC) [13], CC (v), of node v is defined as the reciprocal of the sum of the shortest 28

distances to all other nodes of V . 29

CC (v) =
1

u∈V\v

duv
(11) 30

where duv represents the shortest distance between u and v. 31
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3. Proposed method1

The standard method TOPSIS has been applied to identify influential nodes in complex networks by Du et al. [37] in2

2014. It synthesizes variety of measures and can evaluate the influential node well. But in the original TOPSIS, for simplicity,3

it just set the weights to the attributes are equal to 1
n (n is the total number of the attributes). We think it is not reasonable,4

because different attributes are from different centrality measures. Each centrality measure has more or less limitations.5

According to the accuracy of each centrality measure for node importance evaluation, the weights should not be the same.6

Thus, how to give theweight to these attributes is an important issue to us. In order to overcome the deficiency of the original7

TOPSIS, we propose a newmethod to identify influential nodes in complex networks, namely weighted technique for order8

performance by similarity to ideal solution (weighted TOPSIS). In our method, we present a new algorithm to calculate the9

weight of each attribute. Moreover, this is a dynamically weighted algorithm, which means with the changes in the original10

metrics, the corresponding weights will change. Because the epidemic spreading process is different in different networks,11

one centrality measure should have different performance in different system. Since the weights should be different from12

one system to another system.13

In order to achieve the dynamic weighting, we use the Susceptible–Infected–Recovered (SIR) model [34]. SIR model is14

widely used in the verification of node influence [6,2,39]. In SIR model, each node has three discrete states: (i) Susceptible15

S(t) represents the number of individuals susceptible to (not yet infected) the disease; (ii) Infected I(t) represents the16

number of individuals which have been infected and are able to spread the disease to susceptible individuals; (iii) Recovered17

R(t) denotes the individuals who have been recovered from the disease and will not be infected. In each step, only one node18

is select to be infected and then let it spread the disease or information to random susceptible individuals with probability19

α. And then, the infected nodes recovered from the disease with probability β (in this paper, we set β = 1). The sum of20

infected and recovered nodes at time t , denoted by F(t), can be considered as an indicator to evaluate the influence of the21

initially infected node at time t . Obviously, F(t) increases with the increase of t , and it will remain stable at last. Hence, for22

different initially infected nodes, when reaching the steady state, higher F(t) represents a larger influence. Thus we match23

the attributes to F(t), the higher the matching degree, the bigger the weight. In this paper, to obtain the F(t) value, we set24

the spreading probability α = 0.3. Meanwhile, in order to ensure the state when we obtain the F(t) value is the stable state25

in each network, we set t = 100 and F(t) is obtained by over 100 independent runs.26

In recent years, various centrality measures have been proposed to rank the spreading ability of the nodes, such as27

degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, semi-local centrality, leader rank and so on. In this paper,28

we choose best known centralities as the multi-attribute in our method, including degree, betweenness and closeness29

centralities. Degree centrality is the earliest and simplest metric. But it has failed to consider the global structure of the30

network. Closeness centralitywas defined as the inverse sumof the shortest distance to all other nodes. But it also have some31

limitations. Betweenness centrality considers both the global structure of the networks and the disconnected components,32

but it ignores the nodes’ local feature. Thus, we take the three centralities as the multi-attribute in our methods.33

3.1. The algorithm of the proposed method34

Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of our method. The detailed description of the proposed method follows:35

Step 1, consider a matrix D = (xmn), the first n− 1 columns represent the value of different centrality measures. The last36

column represents the results of SIR model (F(t)):37

D (xmn) =


DC1 BC1 · · · F1 (t)
DC2 BC2 F2 (t)
...

...
...

DCn BCn · · · Fn (t)


m×n

. (12)38

Step 2, construct a submatrixM = (ymk) ofD = (xmn) (k = n−1). The submatrixM is consisted of the first n−1 columns39

in matrix D:40

M (ymk) =


DC1 BC1 · · · CC1
DC2 BC2 CC2
...

...
...

DCm BCm · · · CCm


m×k

. (13)41

Step 3, normalize the matrix D = (xmn):42

rij =
xij

m
i=1

xij
, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (14)43
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Fig. 1. The flow chart of the proposed method.

Step 4, match the attribute to F(t) as follows: 1

vij =
1rij − rin

 , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n (15) 2

where rin represents F(t). 3

Step 5, calculate the weight of each attribute: 4

ej =

m
i=1

vij, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n (16) 5

wj =
ej
n

j=1
ej

, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (17) 6

Step 6, normalize the matrixM = (ymk) [36]: 7

hij =
yij
m
i
y2ij

, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , k. (18) 8

Step 7, multiply the columns of the normalized matrix by the associated weights to obtain the weighted decision matrix 9

B = (bmk) [36]: 10

bij = wj × hij, i = 1 . . . , m; j = 1 . . . , k (19) 11

where wj is the weight for j criterion. 12
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Fig. 2. An example network with 6 nodes and 6 edges.

Table 1
Degree centrality (DC), betweenness centrality (BC),
closeness centrality (CC) and F(t) values of each
node. F(t) is obtained by over 100 independent runs.

Node DC CC BC F(t)

1 4 0.1667 0.55 1.5
2 1 0.1 0 1.1
3 2 0.1111 0.05 1.4
4 2 0.125 0.1 1.1
5 3 0.1429 0.2 1.3
6 2 0.125 0 1.1

Step 8, confirm the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution. The positive ideal solution is denoted by A+,1

and the negative ideal solution is denoted by A−. They are defined as follows [36]:2

A+
=


b1+, b2+, . . . , bk+


=


maxi bij|j ∈ Kb

 
mini bij|j ∈ Kc


(20)3

A−
=


b1−, b2−, . . . , bk−


=


mini bij|j ∈ Kb

 
maxi bij|j ∈ Kc


(21)4

where Kb is the set of benefit criteria and Kc is the set of cost criteria.5

Step 9, obtain the separationmeasures of the existing alternatives from the positive ideal and the negative ideal solutions.6

The separation measures based on Euclidean distance, S+

i and S−

i , are respectively derived from the follows [36]:7

S+

i =

 n
j=1


b+

j − bij
2

, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , k (22)8

S−

i =

 n
j=1


b−

j − bij
2

, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , k. (23)9

Step 10, calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution [36]:10

Ci =
S−

i

S−

i + S+

i
, i = 1, . . . ,m. (24)11

Higher Ci represents a larger influence. So the spreading ability of the node depends on the value Ci.12

3.2. Example explanation13

In order to get a better understanding of ourmethod, here we give a simple example to explain how theweighted TOPSIS14

works. We take Fig. 2 as an example.15

Step 1, calculate DC, CC and BC values of the network. Meanwhile, using SIRmodel to obtain the F(t) values. These values16

are shown in Table 1. Then, consider the matrix D = (xmn):17

D =


4 0.1667 0.55 1.5
1 0.1000 0.00 1.1
2 0.1111 0.05 1.4
2 0.1250 0.10 1.1
3 0.1429 0.2 1.3
2 0.1250 0.00 1.1

 .18
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Step 2, construct a submatrixM = (ymk) of D = (xmn) (k = n − 1): 1

M =


4 0.1667 0.55
1 0.1000 0.00
2 0.1111 0.05
2 0.1250 0.10
3 0.1429 0.2
2 0.1250 0.00

 . 2

Step 3, normalize the matrix D = (xmn) by Eq. (14). For example: 3

r11 =
x11
6

i=1
xi1

=
4

4 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 2
= 0.2875. 4

Then, we will obtain the normalized matrix R = (rmn): 5

R =


0.2857 0.2163 0.6111 0.2000
0.0714 0.1298 0 0.1467
0.1429 0.1442 0.0556 0.1867
0.1429 0.1622 0.1111 0.1467
0.2143 0.1854 0.2222 0.1733
0.1429 0.1622 0 0.1467

 . 6

Step 4, match the attribute to F(t) by Eq. (15). For instance: 7

v11 =
1

|r11 − r14|
=

1
|0.2857 − 0.2|

= 11.6667. 8

Step 5, calculate the weight of each attribute by Eqs. (16) and (17). For example: 9

e1 =

6
i=1

vi1 = 597.2025

w1 =
e1
3

j=1
ej

= 0.5824. 10

Then, we can get the weights. 11

W =

0.5824 0.0705 0.3471


. 12

Step 6, normalize the matrixM = (ymk) by Eq. (18). For instance: 13

h11 =
y11
6

i=1
y2i1

=
1

√
42 + 12 + 22 + 22 + 32 + 22

= 0.6489. 14

Step 7, multiply the columns of the normalized matrix by the associated weights to obtain the weighted decision matrix 15

B = (bmk) by Eq. (19). For instance: 16

b11 = w1 × h11 = 0.5824 × 0.6489 = 0.3779. 17

Through this step, the weighted decision matrix B = (bmk) is obtained: 18

B =


0.3779 0.0368 0.3204
0.0945 0.0221 0
0.1890 0.0245 0.0291
0.1890 0.0276 0.0583
0.2834 0.0316 0.1165
0.1890 0.0276 0

 . 19

Step 8, according to Eqs. (20) and (21), we can get the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution: 20

A+
=


0.3779 0.0368 0.3204


21

A−
=


0.0945 0.0221 0


. 22
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Table 2
The ranking list according to the value Ci .

Node Ci Rank

1 1 1
2 0 6
3 0.2216 4
4 0.2558 3
5 0.4971 2
6 0.2028 5

Table 3
The basic topological features of the four real networks. n and
m are the total numbers of nodes and links, respectively. ⟨k⟩
and kmax denote the average and the maximum degree. C is
the clustering coefficient [40].

Network n m ⟨k⟩ kmax C

Yeast 2 375 11693 9.85 118 0.1529
Blog 3982 6803 3.42 189 0.1409
Router 5 022 12516 2.4 106 0.2409
PGP 10680 24316 4.55 205 0.2659

Step 9, obtain the separationmeasures of the existing alternatives from the positive ideal and the negative ideal solutions1

by Eqs. (22) and (23). For instance:2

S+

1 =


(0.3779 − 0.3779)2 + (0.0368 − 0.0368)2 + (0.3204 − 0.3204)2 = 03

S−

1 =


(0.0945 − 0.379)2 + (0.0221 − 0.0368)2 + (0 − 0.3204)2 = 0.4280.4

Step 10, by Eq. (24), the relative closeness to the ideal solution can be obtain. For example:5

C1 =
S−

1

S−

1 + S+

1
=

0.4280
0.4280 + 0

= 1.6

Finally, we can get ranking list according to the value Ci. The result is shown in Table 2. By using the proposed method,7

we can see that Node 1 is the most important node in this network. Obviously, our proposed method can rank the nodes’8

spreading ability correctly.9

4. Experimental analysis10

4.1. Data11

In order to verify whether the proposed method (weighted TOPSIS) is better than the original method (TOPSIS), we12

use four real networks to evaluate the performance. (i) Yeast: this is a network of yeast and protein interactions. Each13

node represents a protein and they are connected by the side if there is interaction between proteins. The data can be14

downloaded fromhttp://snap.stanford.edu/data/; (ii) Blog: the communication relationships between owners of Blog on the15

MSN (Windows Live) Spaces website [41]. The data can be downloaded from http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/steve/peacockpaper;16

(iii) Router: this is a routing network. It consists of 5022 nodes and 12516 edges [42]; (iv) PGP: this is a encrypted17

communication network. In order to protect privacy between peers, Pretty-Good- Privacy algorithms have been developed.18

It can be downloaded from http://snap.stanford.edu/data/. The basic topological properties of these four real networks are19

shown in Table 3.20

4.2. Effectiveness21

Tables 4 and 5 shows the top-10 lists generated by weighted TOPSIS and TOPSIS respectively. In principle, if the method22

is effective, its ranking list should be as consistent as possible with the ranking list which is generated by the real spreading23

process. To evaluate the performance, we use SIR model which is described in Section 3 to simulate the real spreading24

process. Firstly, we investigate the correlations between node’s influence measured by the two methods and F(t) via25

Kendall’s tau coefficient τ [43]. Kendall’s tau coefficient τ is widely used for correlation analysis [6,44,45]. The Kendall’s26

tau coefficient considers a set of joint observations from two random variables X and Y . Any pair of observation (xi, yi) and27 
xj, yj


are said to be concordant if the ranks for both elements agree, that is, if both xi > xj and yi > yj or if both xi < xj and28

yi < yj. Meanwhile, they are said to be discordant if xi > xj and yi < yj or if xi < xj and yi > yj. If xi = xj and yi = yj, the29

pair is neither concordant nor discordant. The Kendall’s tau coefficient, τ , is defined as [46,47]:30

τ =
nc − nd

0.5n(n − 1)
(25)31

 

 

 

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/steve/peacockpaper
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
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Table 4
The top-10 nodes ranked by weighted TOPSIS and the original TOPSIS in Yeast and
Blog. Score1 represents node’s score measured by TOPSIS. Score2 represents node’s score
measured by weighted TOPSIS.

Yeast

Rank TOPSIS Score1 Weighted TOPSIS Score2

1 321 0.950 321 0.982
2 375 0.405 375 0.401
3 174 0.377 174 0.381
4 2084 0.306 2084 0.299
5 433 0.294 433 0.284
6 288 0.253 288 0.237
7 1194 0.233 120 0.228
8 1711 0.231 1711 0.227
9 120 0.226 1194 0.227

10 246 0.222 246 0.204

Blog

Rank TOPSIS Score1 w-TOPSIS Score2

1 304 0.944 12 0.924
2 12 0.910 304 0.919
3 94 0.695 94 0.719
4 28 0.561 28 0.639
5 16 0.533 16 0.609
6 145 0.454 14 0.532
7 14 0.428 145 0.532
8 67 0.349 67 0.464
9 35 0.345 35 0.457

10 6 0.324 6 0.441

Table 5
The top-10 nodes ranked by weighted TOPSIS and the original TOPSIS in Router and
PGP. Score1 represents node’s score measured by TOPSIS. Score2 represents node’s score
measured by weighted TOPSIS.

Router

Rank TOPSIS Score1 Weighted TOPSIS Score2

1 3668 0.806 3668 0.691
2 3373 0.690 3373 0.616
3 1480 0.429 3670 0.510
4 3326 0.413 3639 0.464
5 3670 0.360 3326 0.457
6 3729 0.324 3338 0.451
7 3639 0.320 1480 0.383
8 3338 0.310 1453 0.378
9 3667 0.266 3369 0.359

10 4059 0.263 3729 0.346

PGP

Rank TOPSIS Score1 w-TOPSIS Score2

1 1144 1.00 1144 1.00
2 6656 0.744 6556 0.744
3 6556 0.711 6656 0.729
4 6933 0.594 7298 0.681
5 7298 0.564 6933 0.609
6 6745 0.457 6745 0.531
7 6099 0.453 3157 0.503
8 3157 0.427 6099 0.489
9 2259 0.378 2259 0.429

10 7325 0.365 5166 0.375

where nc and nd represent the number of concordant and discordant pairs respectively. The higher the Kendall’s tau value 1

τ is, the more accurate the ranking list the method could generate. The most ideal case, τ = 1, indicates that the method 2

identifies the real influence ranking list. 3

The correlations between node’s influencemeasured by the twomethods and F(t) are shown in Fig. 3. In this experiment, 4

weus relatively small value ofα in SIRmodel, namelyα ∈ (0, 0.1]. Becausewith a largeα, the spreadingwould cover almost 5

all the network, independently of where it originates from Ref. [4]. When α = 0.1, the average percentage of infected 6

nodes is 0.1874 in Yeast, 0.0008 in Blog, 0.0020 in Router and 0.0057 in PGP. From Fig. 3, we can see that weighted TOPSIS 7
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Fig. 3. The Kendall’s tau τ obtained by comparing the ranking list generated by the two methods and the ranking list generated by SIR model on four real
networks. The results are obtained by over 100 independent runs where the spreading probability α is ranging from 0.01 to 0.1.

Fig. 4. The vertical axis represents the cumulative number of infected nodes. In each simulation, we only compare the nodes that either appear in the
top-10 list the proposed method or the original TOPSIS measures. Results are obtained by averaging over 100 implementations.

outperforms the original TIPSIS on strongly positive correlation with real spreading process in Yeast, Blog and PGP. The1

Kendall’s tau value τ is as high as 0.8 when α = 0.06 in PGP. In Router, our method and the TOPSIS almost have the same2

performance. But our method is slightly better than TOPSIS before α = 0.05.3
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Fig. 5. The vertical axis represents the cumulative number of infected nodes. In each simulation, we compare these nodes with different ranking orders
that both appear in the same top-10 lists. Results are obtained by averaging over 100 implementations.

Since the correlations between F(t) and the two methods can only display whether the methods can identify the 1

influential nodes correctly, it cannot evaluate the real spreading ability of the nodes. In order to make sure whether the 2

proposed method can identify the influential nodes more accurately, we compare the influence of the nodes that either 3

appear in the top-10 list by proposed method or the original TOPSIS. The two methods can be well distinguished since we 4

do not consider the effects of common nodes in their ranking lists. The lists of top-10 influential nodes on four networks 5

are given in Tables 4 and 5. In Yeast, comparing with the proposed method and TOPSIS, they have the all same nodes in the 6

top-10 lists. The situation is same in Blog. In Router, the number of the same nodes in the top-10 lists between the proposed 7

method and TOPSIS are eight. In PGP, the proposedmethod and TOPSIS only have one different node. The simulation results 8

on the cumulative number of infected nodes, F(t), are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 9

In Yeast and Blog, our method and TOPSIS have same performance since they have all same top-10 nodes. The proposed 10

method performs much better than TOPSIS in Router and PGP. In order to make the performance of our method more 11

persuasive, we compare these nodes with different ranking orders that both appear in the same top-10 lists by using SIR 12

model. In Yeast, the top-6 nodes have the same ranking orders: Node 321 ≻ Node 375 ≻ Node 174 ≻ Node 2084 ≻ 13

Node 433 ≻ Node 288, where ‘‘≻’’ represents ‘‘better than’’ or ‘‘more influential than’’. However, Node 1194 and Node 120 14

have different ranking orders. In the proposed method, Node 120 ≻ Node 1194, but the situation is opposite in TOPSIS. 15

Thus, in order to clarify the performancemore persuasively, we compare the influence of Node 120 and Node 1194 as shown 16

in Fig. 5(a). Although our method does not perform as good as TOPSID before t = 17, after t = 17, they reach the same 17

steady state. In Blog, by using our method, Node 12 ≻ Node 304, but the situation is also opposite in TOPSIS. The simulation 18

result between the two nodes is shown in Fig. 5(b). It shows that Node 12 can spread the information (or disease) faster than 19

Node 304,whichmeans the proposedmethod outperforms TOPSIS. In Router, by using ourmethod, Node 3670 ≻ Node 1480, 20

but in TOPSIS, Node 3670 ≺ Node 1480. So, we compare the influence of the two nodes. Fig. 5(c) shows the simulation result 21

between Node 1480 and Node 3670 in Router. Our method still outperforms the original TOPSIS. The comparing between 22

Node 6656 andNode 6556 in PGP, is shown in Fig. 5(d).we can see that ourmethod also performs slightly better than TOPSIS. 23

Figs. 4 and 5 show that our method outperforms the original TOPSIS when α is equal to 0.3 in Yeast, 0.05 in Blog, 0.4 in 24

Router and 0.5 in PGP. In order to make the results more convincing, we compare the simulation results when the spreading 25

probability α is ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. In each simulation, we only compare the influence of the nodes that either appear 26

in the top-10 list by proposedmethod or the original TOPSIS. In Yeast and Blog, the twomethods have the same top-10 lists, 27
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Fig. 6. F is the total number of infected nodes when the spreading process reaches the steady state in SIR model. It is obtain by over 100 independent runs
where the spreading probability α is ranging from 0.1 to 0.5.

as same as the previous experiment, we compare these nodes with different ranking orders that both appear in the same1

top-10 lists. In SIR model, when reaching the steady state, we set F(t) = F . Hence higher F represents a larger influence.2

Simulation results on four networks are shown in Fig. 6. In Yeast, TOPSIS performs better than our method before α = 0.15,3

but after α = 0.15, our method almost have the same performance comparing with TOPSIS. In Blog, our method performs4

slightly better than TOPSIS. In Router and PGP, we can clearly see that our method performs much better than TOPSIS.5

As discussed above, the proposed method performs better than the original TOPSIS. It can rank the spreading ability of6

nodes in complex networks more accurately.7

5. Conclusion8

In this paper, we proposed a new method to rank the node’s spreading ability based on TOPSIS. We consider several9

different centrality measures as the multi-attribute to the network and give the corresponding weights to each attribute10

according to the matching degree with F(t). To evaluate the performance, we used the SIR model to estimate the spreading11

ability of the top-ranked nodes by our method and the original TOPSIS. The experimental results on four real networks12

indicate that our method can identify influential nodes well. Compared with the original TOPSIS, the results show that our13

method has better performance.14
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